
Marañón River Project 
 
In the last month, Amazon is under the spotlight because rainforest fires that are destroying the 
area The "lung of the world" is severely injured, not just from the fires. Illegal mining, timber 
harvesting and intensive agriculture contribute to deforestation in an increasing number of 
areas. The jungle and its inhabitants are also plagued by oil spills. Black gold extracted from the 
guts of the jungle kills slowly on the surface of the river without drawing attention. Little by little 
the countless discharges make life impossible for the ethnic groups who lives in the Amazon, the 
"earth’s caretakers". When they are gone, those who are today despoiling this area of natural 
richness, will have impunity to continue acting without any witnesses to denounce their actions.  
 
This project focuses on the jungle area most affected by oil spills. The Marañón river basin in the 
Peruvian Amazon. The norperuvian oil pipeline, which caused the most serious discharges, runs 
on its first section parallel to the Marañón and is a continuous threat to its waters. 
 

Background 
 
In 2015 I travelled to the Peruvian Amazon to document the effects of the Kukama ethnic 
population of Cuninico after the spill that caused the rupture of the Norwegian pipeline almost 
a year earlier. Documenting myself for the report I knew that it was not a specific problem. The 
failures on the outdated oil pipeline that passes through the Peruvian Amazon with lack of 
maintenance, sabotage and fuel theft, make that the situation experienced in Cuninico can be 
repeated in other towns of the Marañon River frequently. 
 
After the trip I made a short documentary and three articles for the newspaper El País talking 
about the real situation in Cuninico and the subsequent litigation. 
 Cuninico I  -  II  - III  Only in Spanish and Short documental English subtitles 

 
In the last four decades, international oil companies such as Pluspetrol, its western predecessor 
Petroleum or Petroperú, have polluted the areas of the Quechua and Achuar peoples in the 
Pastaza River, the Kichwa of the Tiger River, the Achuar and Urarina of the Corrientes River, and 
the Kukama Kukamira of the Marañón River, preventing them from maintaining the traditional 
livelihoods that are essential for their cultural and physical survival  
 
Specifically in the case of the Marañon River, at least 20 emergencies have been recorded since 
2011 as a result of ruptures in pipelines of the Norperuvian pipeline. These spills occur on a 
regular basis. The main pipeline crosses four counties (Loreto, Amazonas, Cajamarca and Piura, 
the first two in the jungle). has more than 850 kilometers of length and was inaugurated in 1977, 
belongs to the company Petroperú. The pipeline is obsolete and the company has been fined for 
lack of maintenance. Last August 21st, Carlos Paredes, president of the of Petroperú has 
announced that upgrade the current pipeline would cost 400 million dollars and that it is 
impossible to carry out without a significantly increase of the oil activity. It is about investing 
another $1200 million in bringing the pipeline to the northeast of the country to extend its area 
of operation. This means that the pipeline would run by the Marañón river to its mouth in 
Iquitos, where it joins its waters with the Ucayali river to form the Amazon. 
 
The spills, as well as the responses of the Peruvian State and Petroperú to the social, 
environmental and economic problems that have been generated, are a new evidence of the 
situation of marginality and lack of protection in which the population of the Peruvian Amazon 
currently faces. 

https://elpais.com/elpais/2015/11/20/planeta_futuro/1448039716_035520.html
https://elpais.com/elpais/2016/02/23/planeta_futuro/1456251889_477465.html
https://elpais.com/elpais/2016/11/23/planeta_futuro/1479924317_358552.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bK8iIpWygvI


 
It´s a high epidemiological risk for the health and life of the indigenous population that uses the 
water for human consumption, as well as fish, the main food of these families and the main 
source of income. Wild animals take water from the river, and plants on the banks are also 
affected by oil spills. 
 
Soil-ingesting animals as tapirs, are exposed to soil bound chemicals, like petroleum in areas 
affected by oil spills. The Amazon ecosystem is poor in nutrients and to overcome this deficit the 
animals look for natural saltpets. Many of these animals are also hunted by indigenous 
communities in the region. It is getting more and more difficult for them to obtain healthy fish 
or land animals for food. 
 
Many of the local people have high poverty levels, and suffer from chronic malnutrition and lack 
of access to health and education services. In March 2015, the Government of Peru undertook 
to carry out a toxicological study of the population and three years later preliminary results have 
been known: cadmium, mercury and other heavy metals have been identified in the inhabitants 
of four northern jungle basins . 22 per cent of children under 12 years of age and 10 per cent of 
the population of the basins affected by crude oil live under unacceptable levels for health.In 
addition, 26 per cent of adults and 22 per cent of children have mercury levels in their blood. 
 
Another major danger is that oil will reach the lower area of Loreto, where there are large 
swamps of palm trees. If damaged, it would stop capturing carbon and a large amount of carbon 
dioxide could be released into the atmosphere.  
 
The area has large areas of intact forest tropical forest and is considered one of the most 
biodiverse in the entire region, but scientists agree that it is impossible so far to calculate the 
actual impact of the spill. Knowing biological impacts is difficult because we have very little 
information about what’s in there.Situations like this tend to destroy natural landscapes 
completely and alter basic process in plants, which affects the fauna that depends on it as a  food 
supply 
 

Chronology of the most important oil spills in recent years. 

May 7, 2007 Bagua – Amazonas  (5000 barrels) 

May 10, 2010 Boca de copal -  Loreto  (1000 barrels) 

June 19, 2010 San José de Saramuro – Loreto   (400 barrels) 

January 16, 2011 Chambira – Loreto  (400 barrels) 

July 25, 2011 Maynas – Loreto 

August 6, 2011 Trumpeters– Loreto  (1000 barrels) 

26 June 2012 Nueva Esperanza Amazonas km 3 of the pipeline from Corrientes to Saramuro – 

Loreto 

September 4, 2012 (250 according to Petroperú, more than 1000 barrels according to local 

organizations) 

March 25, 2013 Pastaza – Loreto 

July 2013 spill on Pluspetrol Lot 8x - Pacaya Samiria National Reserve – Loreto 

http://elcomercio.pe/tag/642/loreto?ref=nota_sociedad&ft=contenido


September 21, 2013 Bagua – Amazonas  (kilometer 504 of section II of the Norperuano pipeline) 

November 2013 Shanshococha Lagoon - Andoas – Loreto. Pluspetrol fined for the extinction of a 

lake. The company exposed to liquid hydrocarbons the lake causing an irretrievable ecological 

loss of the ecosystem that formed the lake, having undertaken drainage and soil removal 

activities without the corresponding Environmental Management Instrument 

February 1, 2014. Kilometer 53 of the pipeline from Corrientes to Saramuro – Loreto (140 

barrels) 

June 2014 Cuninico – Loreto  (2358 barrels) 

26 June 2014 Urarinas – Loreto (3000 barrels in the 58 pump valve of the Norperuano pipeline) 

16 November 2014 San Pedro – Loreto - 7000 barrels, more than one million liters of oil 

19 February 2015 Bagua – Amazonas  (section II of the Norperuano pipeline at kilometer 21 of 

the Bagua road) 

24 February 2015 San José de Saramuro – Loreto    (32 km of the  pipeline,  200 barrels) 

August 2015 Pluspetrol abandoned one of the largest oil lots in Peru, Lot 1AB/192, without 

remedying the serious environmental impacts after 45 years of exploitation. 

January 25, 2016 Kilometer 440 of the north branch of the North Peruvian pipeline – Amazonas 

(2000 barrels) 

February 3, 2016 Mayuriaga – Loreto (1000 barrels in Km 206 of the Norperuano pipeline) 

On 16 February, the pipeline stops revisions and repairs after dozens of intentional and 

unintended spills. The pipeline remained inside  two million barrels of crude oil without being 

pumped. It will remain in this situation for almost a year. 

June 25,  2016 Barranca – Loreto (mile 213 of section I of the Nor Peruano pipeline) 

August 10, 2016 Nieva – Amazonas (kilometer 365 of section 2 of the northern Peruvian 

pipeline) 

August 22, 2016 Urarinas – Loreto   (4040 barrels at kilometer 54 and 55) 

September 25, 2016 Urarinas – Loreto (kilometer 64 of Section I of the Norperuano pipeline) 

November 13,  2016 San Pedro – Loreto 

January 25, 2018 Mayuriaga – Loreto (8.000 barrels) 

February 28, 2018 San Pedro – Loreto - 1500 barrels, 240,000 liters 

June 18, 2019 New Progress – Loreto 

 

 

 

 



Project 

The intention of the project is to make a report about how is the life in  the Marañon. How their 

inhabitants survive, how they hunt for eating, how they fish, and how they trade between 

communities. 

Also, what the health situation is after the spills How they are affected by the intake of water, 

animals and fish contaminated by oil. 

What the social situation is like. The atmosphere is so tense that there have been cases of entire 

communities involved  in kidnappings of government commissions that visited the area to know 

their problems. Protests, shots of pumping stations, riverblocks. Allin order  to defend their 

rights as indigenous people at the lack of efforts to stop  spills. 

How the pipeline is, how its environment is transformed between the time of floods and 

drainage of the river. Such are the company’s technical checks The direct impact of a spill and 

remediation works.  

Put attention on this forgotten area of the Amazon, less interesting for the media because its 

westernized inhabitants do not dress with feathers or paint their faces. 

To carry out the work I have the unconditional support of the local associations with which I 

have worked previously, mainly ACODECOSPAT and IDL. 

 

 

 


